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A bstract : Adopting a general procedure o f constructing ladder oj^raiors -  energy eigenvalue raising and lowering operators, it is shown that 
ladder operators which arc quadratic in momentum operator p, that is, which are o f the form ^  ^  p  + cU), can be constructed for and only
for the potential o f  the form V(2r) = A x^  + B > 0 .  By explicitly constructing these operators and the relevant number operator, which is not
the energy eigenvalues are obtained and the normalized eigenvectors aredeterm ined in both the energy representation and the position representation, 
l lie  operators Q , and H  (the Hamiltonian) form a Lie algebra and generate the SU(1,1) Lie group.
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1. Introduction
Ladder operators, the eigenvalue raising and lowering 
operators provide an elegant algebraic technique o f finding 
the energy eigenvalues and constructing the energy 
eigen.states o f  the harmonic oscillator system in quantum 
mechanics [1]. It is instructive to enquire whether there 
are other potential system s which would admit ladder 
operators. In Section 2, w e briefly recapitulate the basic 
tenets o f the ladder operator method as applied to the 
familiar linear harmonic oscillator system , the emphasis 
being on finding all the n o r m a liz e d  wavefunctions (the 
energy eigenvectors in the position representation) without 
having to solve the SchrOdinger equation. In Section 3, 
we formulate a general method o f  constructing ladder 
operators for a non>relativistic quantum system in one- 
dimension, described by a potential V(jc). Here, we 
explicitly show that (a) ladder operators that are linear in 
tbe momentum operator, can be constructed only for the 
harmonic oscillator potential V'(Jf) =  , and (b)
ladder operators which are quadratic in the momentum  
operator, can be constructed only for a potential o f  the
'Corresponding Author
form V(x) = Ax^ + which we call a Kratzer
modified oscillator potential** [2].
Section 4 is more or less self-contained. Here, w e  
apply the ladder operator technique to determine the 
energy eigenvalues and the n o r m a liz e d  eigenvectors, in 
both the energy representation  and the p o s it io n
representation, for the potential V ( x ) ^  = (jneo^x^  -f .
2. The ladder operator treatment of the linear 
harmonic oscillator
The linear harmonic oscillator is described by the 
Hamiltonian
(1)
where p  and x  are dimensionless momentum and position  
reference [2], Kratzer had considered a central potential o f  the
form
V(r) = — 4- cer~  ^ -¥
which is the familiar Coulomb potential m odified by the addition o f  
higher inverse-power therms. The potential V(jr) «  A** + is the
fiamiliar harmonic oscillator potential modified by the addition o f  the 
first Kratzer term  Bx~^,
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variables satisfying the fundamental commutation relation 
p] = i (2)
Defining the operators as
2^ = (p  -  Of), and —- ^ { p - i - ix ) ,  
V2 V2
we have
H  = fwjll a^a + ^
(3)
(4)
The laddering property o f and a results from the 
commutation relations :
[H,a^\ = and \H,a\ = — tia)a. (5)
It is easy to show that the number operator N  = has
eigenvalue
n = 0, I, 2, 3 ,.........
and hence the energy eigenvalues arc
+  (6)
The ground state eigenvector Vo is defined by
= 0. (7)
In the position representation, p  = -  / —  and hence the
dx
ground state wave function VoW satisfies the equation 
{d/dx H- A:)yt)(x) = 0 , (8)
solution of which is
(9)
The normalization constant A q is easily detemnined to be 
(-^^ -1/2 normalized higher states are then determined 
as
yin\
yl2  nlyfn
U ) . ( 10)
The last step follows from the Rodrigue’s formula for the 
Hermite polynomial //„(jc) on using the identity
](£ > - ,)■  e x p ( - i
= exp(jf^)D" e x p ( -x ^ ) ,
where D  = d/dx.
3. Ladder operators and potentials admitting certain 
types of them
For a given Hamiltonian / / ,  if linear ioperators exist 
such that
IH^QJ = ± eQ,, (12)
where £ is a real num ber having dimension o f energy, n 
H T e = H '/'e then
= (E ± e)Q^Yt- (13)
Eq. (12) defines the ladder operators, Q+ being the 
raising operators and Q . the lowering operator. It is 
obvious that and (7_ are essentially the hermitian
conjugate o f each other.
To explore the forms of the potentials for which wc 
can explicitly construct the types o f the ladder operators 
considered below, we take the non-relativ istic  one 
dimensional Hamiltonian, choosing a unit system in which 
h = 1 and m = 1,
H  = - \ - ^  + V(x)
2 dx^
= -  ‘ D ~ + V ( x ) .  
2 (14)
3.1. Ixidder operators which are linear in momentum :
The most general form of the raising operator which 
is linear in momentum p, is
-  D ^  a(x) (15)
apart from an inessential overall multiplicative constant. 
The defining equation
= o Q .  (16)
gives
a \x )D -^  ^ a ^ ( x ) - ^ V \ x )  = --af(D-+-fl(jc)), (17)
from which we get the following set of equations :
a \ x )  = -a
and a'X-x) 4- 2 V \ x )  = — a a {x ) . (18)
These equations are easily solved to give 
a{x ) -  -  a x
and V(jc) = — , 
2
(19)
( 11)
wherein we have set the inessential constants o f integration 
equal to zero. We thus reach the conclusion that “ladder 
operator which is linear in mom entum  exists, only for the 
harmonic oscillator potential”.
3.2. Ladder operators which are quadratic in momentum  * 
The most general form o f a raising operator which is 
quadratic in the momentum p, is
+ ai{x)D  +  a ^x ).
Taking the defining com m utation relation as
\H.QA = 2«Q*, (21)
we get the fo llow ing  set o f  coupled  d iffercnlial
equations :
a{(x) = - 2 a ,
i-rt^CA:) + «o(x) + 2V"(x) = -2 a « , (x).
( 20 )
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I -r + a;(x)  + V'(x)  + V \ x )  = -2 ao o  ( v) -
L
S o lu tio n  of these equations determ ines ^ii(.v) and
V'(v) as
= -  2 a x , (23a)
i/o(a) = a ’^x -  Bx~^ -  a ,  (23b)
and K(x) = - i ( a ’x ^ +  Bx ' ) , (23c)
where B is a real constant. We have set other inessential 
constants of integration equal to zero, without loss of 
generality. We thus find that the defining commutation 
relali(>n, cq. (21), not only determ ines the coefficient 
1 unctions ao(A) and ai(x)  but also determ ines the potential 
V{\) to be that o f a linear harmonic oscillator modified 
by the addition o f a Kratzer term Bx -. In other words, 
“ladder operators which are quadratic in momentum can 
be constructed only for a potential o f the form V(.v) = 
Ax- -f
4. Basic Q u a n tu m  M echanics o f a  p a rtic le  in a 
potential o f th e  fo rm  V(jc) = A x^ Bx-"^ th rough  
ladder o p e ra to rs
4./. The H am ilton ian  :
We consider a particle o f mass m in a potential
V{x) = - L to ^ x ^  + Kx~^ ), /f  > 0  
2 '  '
(24)
which is a harmonic oscillator subjected to a repulsive 
force
Measuring momentum in units o f 4m ha) Jtnd position 
coordinate in units o f {himoSf^^ the Hamiltonian can be 
written as
(25)
onwards, p  and x  arc dimensionless momentum and 
position variables satisfying the commutation relation
\x,p] = L
Construction o f  ladder operators 
Defining the operators
(26)
(22):
A = I/V2 ip  -  ix i / fr^) (27a)
and B = 1/V2 (p — L\ — i/ix  •)/, (27b)
we get H  = -4- /^o. (28a)
and also H — //wBB'A  — ZTo, (28b)
with ^0 + (29)
We now define the operators
Q -  BA and (30)
where ^  is a dim ensionless real param eter and now
and find that they satisfy the cc^mmulation relations 
\H,Q^\ = 2hcoQ^ (31a)
and \H,Q^\ = -  2 htoQ. ( 3 lb )
Thus, the operators and Q are the ladder operators, 
respectively raising and lowering the energy eigenvalues 
by 2Tuo.
4.2. The energy eigenvalues and the num ber operator :
If is an eigenvector of H  belonging to the eigenvalue 
£■, then from cq. (28a), we gel
nco( l^',,\A 'A\t'r) = (y,-\H -
that is,
tuoiA I /I V ',; ) =  ( / • -  £ „  I 't'f:) -
Since the norms are non-negative, it follows that
E > E,,. (32)
That is, is the ground state energy. And when E  =
(for the ground state), we have
That is, AH'c^ = 0 .  (33)
Eq. (33) shall be taken as the definition o f the ground 
stale, and it follows that the lowering operator Q  also 
annihilates the ground state. Successive application o f 
on the ground state would then generate the higher 
energy eigenstates :
« ((?^  )"V^E„ = (£o + 2nhoi)iQ^ . (34)
Thus, the energy eigenvalues are obtained as
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E„ = Eo + 2 nhOi, n = O, 1, 2, ........
Defining
(35)
(36)
(37)
Eq. (41) is used to construct the norm alized eigenvectors
wc have / /  = Eo -h 2 hcoN 
and and {N,Q\  =
These com m utation relations mean that N  is the num ber 
operator.
In fact,
where .
We thus identify N  as the num ber operator even though 
neither A  is the low ering operator nor is its conjugate A^ 
the raising operator. Further Q  is not the num ber 
operator.
4.3. The norm alized  eigenstates :
It is easy to show that
Q Q y  =4(A ' + 1)| N  +  P + -
and G^G = 4A/|
('
P - 2 r
so that
[Q.Q 1  = 4 H /^M
0 , 1, 2 ......
we have
H j n }  =  E „ l n ) :  ( m l n )  =  S „ „ ,
J V l n )  = njn) , 
and Q^\n)  = c„\n + \) ,
Then. 'Q Q ^\n) = 4(n + 1)( m + /8 +
and =  +
Taking the real positive roots for and £/„, we have
-^1-1/2
Q ^ l n )  (41 )
and
«  +  l )  = |^4(/i +  l)j^« +  y 8 + ^ j
(42 )
I +
'  2 " V ^ r  n + P  +
( e ^ ) " |o )
(41)
4.4. The w ave functions :
The singularity o f  the potential at jc = 0, divides the 
space into tw o disjoint regions, ;r > 0 and a <  O. OnI\ 
one o f the tw o disjoint regions is accessible to the 
particle. We choose the region .v > O. The ground Male 
w avefunction satisfies eq. (33), w hich in the position 
representation is
{d/dx + A ~ = 0.
Its  so lu tio n  sa tis fy in g  the  n o rm a liz a tio n  condition
dx = 1 is
(38)
r / 1 1/2
{x) = ,1
(39) _ Z V 2 JJ
Tn the position representation
(40) H - -f A* d  2- -A- + 1
n  =
ho) dx 2
x ^  ex (44)
(45)
and hence eq. (41) becom es 
1
2 n + P x^  -s- X
dx Y (A). (46)
K now ing the norm alized groundstatc w avefunction VIjCO 
eq. (44), we can use eq. (46) to  successively generate the 
norm alized w avefunctions o f  the higher states. We can 
thus, show that the norm alized energy eigenfunctions are
=  (47)
w here \Fiia, c; z) is the standard confluent o r degenerate 
hypergeom etric function [3], and the normalization 
constant
(48)
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Thai the function given in eq. (47) with the
constant A„ given by eq. (48) satisfies the recursion 
relation (46), can be easily established with the help o f 
fhe fo llow ing recu rren ce  re la tio n  o f  the co n flu en t
hypergeom etric functions
[/; + r  -  z + z{dJdzy\\Fx{-- n, c; z)
= (n + c ) iF ,( -  n -  f  c\ z), (49)
which can be easily proved from  the series definition of
c; c).
5. Discussion
(i) E xistence o f  ladder operators im p lies  that the 
Hamiltonian has equispaced  eigen value spectrum . Such  
Hamiltonians are quite restrictive in the sense that the 
only known potential exhib iting equispaced  level structure 
IS that o f  the harm onic oscilla tor with or w ithout the 
Kiat/cr m odification term Bxr^,
Supersymmetric partner Ham iltonians [4] have identical 
eigenvalue spectrum  except for the ground state. The 
supersymmetric partner o f the H am iltonian
= hojA^A + £'oi (cf. eq .(28a)) (here, /ioi = hco 
) is W; = ruaAA>  ^ + Eou
In terms o f  the potentials, the supersym m etric partner 
ol the potential
Vi (.\) =  hco ^ (a'“ -h p { /3  -  i ) a “~ )
IS the potential
V, (.V) = /itu ^  {x^ + P i f i  + 1)a-' ‘ ).
which is o f  the sam e form as V\{x)  and ob viou sly  has the 
same spectrum as Vi(jc) w ith ground state energy £02  =
^oj -4- iLhco.
(ii) 'fhe appearance o f  the x  ‘ term s in the expressions 
for the auxiliary operators A  and B, eqs. (27a) and (27b) 
may on first sight cast a doubt on the boundedness o f  the 
ladder operators Q  and Q^. Such a doub t is rem oved by 
observing that
In fact, eq.(38) gives
Q = H/hco -  ixp  -  ~
and
G ’  =  H f h o )  -  +
2 ’
j(2 V „  I = ^ 4 („  + l)j^n+/3 + i
which are well behaved bounded operators in the space 
spanned by the eigenvecto rs o f  the H am iltonian H.
which directly show s the boundedness o f  Q \  S im ilarly  
boundedness o f  Q  follow s directly  from  eq. (39). The 
boundedness o f the auxilliary operators A  and B  fo llow s 
from eqs. (28a) and (28b).
(iii) The reduced radial SchrOdinger equation for a central 
potential l/(r) = -f B r - is identical in form , to the 
one dim ensional Schrbdinger eigenvalue equation for the
potential V(a) ~ {mco^x^ + Kxr-). T herefore, the energy 
eigenvalues and norm alized  w avefunctions obtained  in 
Section 4, can be readily adapted for this central potential 
without having to solve the Schrodinger equation . A n 
added advantage o f  this m ethod over the m ethod o f  
direct solution o f the Schrbdinger equations f5,6] is that 
the norm alization constants o f  the w avefunctions are 
a u to m a tic a lly  d e te rm in e d  o n ce  w e n o rm a lis e  th e  
groundstatc w avefunction.
(iv) Defining the dim ensionless operators
/ I  = ^  ((? + / ! =  ^  (G  O ')  and n  == H /2 hco.
it is easy to verify (using eqs. (31a), (31b) and (40)) that
\ r u  r .]  = ~ i n .  i r . .  n ]  =  / r „  m .  m  =  /y i,
which is the l-ie algebra o f the generators o f  SU (1,1) 
and S O (2 ,l)  groups [7,8] . In other w ords, the operators 
7^1 , /2  and F 1 form  a second order realization [9] o f  the 
SU (1,1) l>ie algebra. Thus, Q  and are essentially  the 
non-com pact generators and H  the com pact genera to r o f  
SU (1,1) group.
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